Due Diligence Report

Firm Overview

Bridgeview Real Estate was established in early 2011 and currently owns over 1,000 multifamily
units; has a mixed use redevelopment underway that includes a 300,000 square foot office
building, a 155 key Aloft Hotel, 50,000 square feet of retail space and 409 multifamily units; and
over seven hundred units under development. The combined value of all assets owned and
under development total more than $500,000,000.
The Principals are creative in nature and have expertise in multiple product segments as well as
differing facets within the real estate industry. While Bridgeview’s primary focus is on
multifamily projects, the Principals’ diverse backgrounds allow them to take an opportunistic
approach across a multitude of property types.

The company also owns more than 210,000 square feet of office properties, with 300,000+ under
development. Combined, Bridgeview’s principals have been involved in the acquisition,
renovation and disposition of almost 9,000 multifamily units as well as other real estate
transactions totaling more than $3 Billion.

Founder Bio
Steven May

Mr. May is founder of Bridgeview Real Estate, previously MayCo
Realty. Mr. May is responsible for the strategic vision of the
company and has taken the lead on sourcing deals, equity and debt
for the Company through his diverse contact base. Mr. May also
oversees the Company’s underwriting efforts as well as the
strategic marketing and management of the firms existing assets.

Prior to Bridgeview, Mr. May Founded MayCo Realty and focused on acquisition and
development projects as well as distressed real estate transactions. Through MayCo, Mr. May
worked on wide variety of projects including distressed condo projects, multifamily acquisition
and renovations, multifamily construction projects and consulted on several real estate
bankruptcy cases. Mr. May also Co-Founded EM Real Estate Enterprises (“EMREE”) which
concentrated on the acquisition of single- tenant, credit lease transactions.

Prior to starting Bridgeview, MayCo and EMREE, Mr. May was a commercial real estate lender
with over ten years of structured and project finance experience including over $2.5 billion in
total transaction volume and was the top producer in the country at two different financial
institutions. Through his years as a real estate lender, Mr. May developed significant experience
in retail, industrial and multifamily construction and investment. Furthermore, his experience in
lending and vast contacts in the banking community has helped garner preferential financing
terms for MayCo, EMREE and Bridgeview.

Portfolio Overview
Houston, TX

Villa Toscana
Multifamily –504 Units
Champions Centre (sold)
Multifamily – 192 Units
Champions Park (sold)
Multifamily – 246 Units
The Grayson (sold)
Multifamily – 330 Units
Garden Oaks (sold)
Multifamily – 136 Units

Dallas – Fort Worth Metroplex, TX

27TwentySeven (sold)
Multifamily – 152 Units
Alpha West Development
Mixed-Use – 14 Acres
(Multifamily, Hotel, Office, Retail)
Carriage Homes on the Lake I
Multifamily – 147 Units
Carriage Homes on the Lake II
Multifamily – 184 Units
LBJ Office Tower
Office – 205,260 Sq Ft
The Shops at Broad
Multifamily – 320 Units
Basswood Office
Office – 9,246 Sq Ft
Villas at Sierra Vista
Multifamily – 227 Units

Austin, TX

Park at Stone Creek (sold)
Multifamily – 420 Units

BRIDGEVIEW REAL ESTATE

CASE STUDY – RESERVE AT GARDEN OAKS

Multifamily Acquisition Renovation Program

Multifamily Property
Garden Oaks Subdivision
Houston, Texas

Bridgeview Real Estate acquired and renovated a 136 unit, 137,120 square foot condominiumized multifamily property located in
Houston, TX. The property is located just north of Houston’s inner loop (610) at 3405 N. Shepherd Drive and is strategically situated at
the Southeast entrance into the deed-restricted community of Garden Oaks. The property is ideally positioned to provide convenient
and quick access to downtown Houston, the Galleria, the Houston Medical Center and the Energy Corridor. It also benefits from the
lack of available competition as there are few multifamily projects or sites available in the area due to the deed restricted
communities around the property. The property was purchased in January 2012 and a renovation loan was secured to finance the
renovation and conversion of the property back into a for-rent multifamily community.

INVESTMENT BACKGROUND

At the time the property was put under contract (July 2011), the city of Houston had yet to see life coming
back into its multifamily market. Consequently, Bridgeview was able to acquire the property at a significant
discount to unit and land value. Additionally, the submarket had not seen any new construction since the
early 2000’s, and was experiencing tight occupancies and rents just beginning to get back to historical norms.
The inner 610 loop and near loop submarkets of Houston are currently land constrained with only small
parcels of land available for development without tearing down older properties and/or building properties
with parking garages (especially the areas north of I-10 including the Heights and Garden Oaks). Accordingly,
the common theme for development in Houston’s urban core has been to demolish and build new.
However, with the Reserve at Garden Oaks, Bridgeview found an opportunity to do a substantial rehab on an
existing garden-style property, allowing the property to be completed for a price well below new
construction costs while still offering many of the same amenities.
The area around the property continues to see re-gentrification as commute times, gas prices and the desire
for urban living attract more affluent residents back to the urban core. The Garden Oaks area enjoys just
such an up and coming affluent demographic profile. In 2012, the average family household income within a
one mile radius of the property was $93,993 up from $79,091 in 2011. Demographics are expected to move
from an older single / married profile to a younger family with children profile, which is expected to continue
to drive up the average household incomes.

RECOGNIZED VALUE

Due to the property’s historical problems and lack of investment interest, Bridgeview crafted a visionary
redevelopment plan that would not only include a significant redevelopment of the property (with a budget
of more than $40,000 per unit), but an opportunity to involve a community and City partnership to remove a
blighted problem from both the City’s dangerous buildings list as well as a magnet for crime in the
neighborhood. The property ultimately ended up in its dilapidated condition as a result of 20 years of
neglect, which ultimately resulted in it being condemned and losing its certificate of occupancy (primarily
related to the property’s wiring and habitability conditions not the buildings’ structural elements).
Thereafter, the property was the subject of a failed condominium conversion, which eventually presented
Bridgeview with the substantial opportunity that today is the Reserve at Garden Oaks.
Because of the condition of the property, several scenarios were considered including scraping the project
for a new property, scraping the property and using existing slabs, and demolishing all interiors and exteriors
leaving only the roofs, studs, and foundations. Due to the costs of the first two solutions, the final decision
was to do interior and exterior demolition leaving only the roofs (which were replaced when the project was
condominiumized), studs and foundations.
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To realize a project that was competitive with class “A” properties in the area, Bridgeview proposed to
reposition the asset from what was historically viewed as a class “C” project into a class “A” project. This
aggressive increase in class could only be accomplished by a complete upgrade to both the exteriors and unit
interiors. The interior renovation included all new plumbing, wiring, insulation, sheetrock, cabinets, fixtures,
faucets, flooring, countertops and appliances. Additionally, all units received washers and dryers (either
unitized or full size) to be competitive with other higher end properties in the submarket which allowed for
the relocation and downsizing of the existing boiler rooms that previously housed the laundry facilities for
the property. In addition to the extensive interior renovation, the property’s unit mix was changed from a
predominantly three bedroom property (almost 60%) to a predominantly one bedroom property (over 60%)
by efficiently dividing 32 of the properties large three bedroom units into 64 one bedroom units.
The exteriors of the property received new roofs as part of the failed condominiumization of the project,
which sheltered the buildings studs from undue damage from the outside elements and which allowed for an
expeditious renovation. The exteriors received all new sheathing, new windows and new HardiePlank siding.
Additionally, the old catwalk style balconies were removed and more modern private balconies were added
along with new stairs and railing, and new gabled roofs over the stairs and certain balconies, all of which lent
to a more modern architectural styling than the previously dated look. The property was also given a leasing
center and a workout facility / resident lounge that includes a coffee bar and business center. Post
restoration pro-forma rental rates were projected below those projects in the market that were completed in
the late 1980’s through the early 2000’s, which allowed the project to undercut the competition while
offering a superior product at a substantial discount. At initial underwriting Bridgeview had to decrease
expected rental rates three times from $1.34/SF/MO to $1.15/SF/MO to get an equity partner to buy into the
renovation strategy. Despite the decrease, the yield on cost was expected to be well north of 10.5%.

STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

Early on in the process of consolidating the units (as there were more than 70 original condominium owners),
Bridgeview sought neighborhood support through the Garden Oaks civic clubs and City support through the
districts council member. By including the community early on and ultimately getting their support,
Bridgeview was able to garner a ten year tax abatement for a for-profit project (no low income housing
restrictions or requirements), the first of its kind for the City of Houston. Furthermore, Bridgeview sought
and received a variance for parking based on the revised unit allocations, which was supported by the
community due to their early involvement.
As the project came together, Bridgeview aligned with an equity partner that understood and shared the
vision in the project as well as a lender that had the same perspective. The equity partner also had previous
construction experience in-house, which ultimately led to their acting as the GC for the renovation. Financing
was accomplished through a regional lender, who could fully grasp and buy into the deep rehab nature of the
project. The lender ultimately provided a first mortgage of 70% loan-to-cost (a higher leverage point than
virtually all their competitors and in late 2011 when the credit markets will still ultraconservative) for the
acquisition and subsequent renovation, at LIBOR + 3.75% with a 5.50% floor; which enabled Bridgeview to
use short term, interest-only financing to enhance the projected return on investment through positive
leverage.
Shortly after acquisition, Bridgeview worked with a local architect to redesign the property bringing it from
an early 1970’s design into the 2000’s from both an external and internal perspective. The redesign included
the relocation of the pool, the creation of two common areas (leasing center and fitness center / resident
lounge), as well as the previously discussed change in unit types (from predominately three bedrooms to
predominately one bedrooms). During the redesign, demolition of the property’s interiors and exteriors was
begun and the tax abatement was put in place.
Once construction got underway, the project began its metamorphosis from the relatively unattractive
1970’s form into a more modern attractive property, which can best be attested by the following before and
after photos:
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Before:

After:

Before:

After:

Before:

After:

Unit Kitchen:

Leasing Office:
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Resident Lounge:

Model:

Fitness Center:

Custom Designed Logo:

As with most heavy renovations, the construction went slower than expected due to the large scale nature of
the change and a few unanticipated conditions. The addition of the washer and dryers in every unit as well
as the bifurcation of most of the larger three bedrooms, proved more complex than initially anticipated.
Consequently, the initial phase of construction that included the installation of new plumbing and wiring took
longer than expected. However, once the installation of utilities was completed on the first few buildings, a
template was developed for the remaining buildings that allowed the renovation process to be fine-tuned
and accelerated. An additional delay was encountered with the initial quality of the finished interiors. Again,
Bridgeview developed a template that regimented the expected quality going forward for the General
Contractor. As a result, the property turned out better than originally expected despite being slightly behind
schedule. Accordingly, the property has already seen market rents well above the original proforma rates
(average underwritten rate of $1.15/SF/MO) and is now fully stabilized with an effective rental rate of
$1.54/SF/MO) and is leasing at average market rates of $1.68/SF/MO, which is well above many of the much
newer unrenovated competitors. The increase in rental rates has resulted in a substantial increase to the
property’s net operating income of more than 50%.
During the renovation of the property, demand for multi-family product in Houston’s urban core continued
to sharpen, significantly increasing the exit pricing expectations and altering the planned holding period. At
sale, the property was 94.7% occupied. The property opened in mid-December 2012 and first units were
available for occupancy in late December. Stabilization occurred in July 2013 with most of the leasing
occurring in March, April, May and June (average of 34 units a month).
At the initial underwriting, Houston was still just waking up from the recession and a pro forma cap rate of
8.0% was used, which resulted in a pro forma $3.0 million profit upon sale. However, the property was sold
in early 2014 for $21.9MM (a 6.5% cap rate), which generated a profit in excess of $11.3MM on equity of
just $2.9MM. The Project level IRR was 110% on 26 month hold and the cash on cash multiple was a 4.92x.

TPEG BV Plaza Investors LLC
Exit Summary
2/29/2016
Investment Period to Date: October 2013 - February 2016 (29 Months)
TPEG Investor IRR: 53.5%
TPEG Investor Cash-on-Cash: 261%

Investment Summary
In October of 2013, Trinity Private Equity Group (“TPEG”) partnered with Steve May of Bridgeview Real Estate for
the purpose of acquiring and improving the 420-unit Shadow Creek apartment community in Austin, Texas. While
the investment thesis revolved around performing capital improvements and increasing rents, TPEG and Bridgeview
also believed that the project would benefit from a central location in a market with a strong economy (the 18.0acre site just eight miles from Austin’s central business district). The property’s purchase price was $22.0M ($52,381
per unit) and the development budget included $1.3M ($3,095 per unit) for renovations. Rents upon acquisition
were approximately $0.88 per square foot, and the annual trailing net operating income (“NOI”) was approximately
$1.4M (implying an entry cap rate of 6.36%).

Upon acquisition, Bridgeview rebranded the property (the new name is The Park at Stone Creek Apartments) and
immediately commenced efforts to renovate the asset and improve the tenant base. Bridgeview’s efforts were wellreceived in the market, and the property’s financial performance improved rapidly. By the fourth quarter of 2015,
the property’s annualized NOI had increased to approximately $2.3M (an increase of over 60% from acquisition)
and was generally earning rents of $1.10+ per square foot. On February 29th of 2016, Bridgeview sold the property
to a California investor for $34.465M ($82,060/unit).
After payment of all preferred return, a return of invested capital, and distribution of residual profits
per the project’s cash flow waterfall, TPEG investors realized an internal rate of return (“IRR”) of
53.5% and a cash-on-cash return of 261%. Thanks to the property’s strong rent growth, occupancy and
overall financial performance, investors generally received a 10% (annual, paid quarterly) current
return throughout the investment period. The impact of these interim distributions has been
incorporated into the returns described above. Additional detail on the investment return profile can
be found below.

Performance Summary
The asset outperformed initial projections in many respects. Perhaps most importantly, the property’s NOI (a key
driver of value) increased from ~$1.4M to ~$2.3M in approximately 29 months. For reference, TPEG’s initial PPM
included an NOI projection of $2.0M after 60 months of ownership. Also interesting is the fact that nearly all the
ultimate returns to investors were driven by the NOI increases, as opposed “cap rate compression” that occasionally
benefits multifamily investments in strong markets. Using the current NOI and the ultimate sale price of $34.465M,
a cap rate of 6.67% can be calculated. As was mentioned above, the entry cap rate was approximately 6.36%, so the
cap rate was actually slightly higher upon exit. The figure below illustrates how Bridgeview created significant value
through NOI growth, and was able to generate significant profit despite a small amount of negative cap rate
movement.

TPEG BV Plaza - Exit Analysis

Price

NOI

Cap Rate

Purchase

22,000,000

1,400,000

6.36%

Sale

34,465,000

2,300,000

6.67%

Positive/(Negative) Movement

12,465,000

900,000

-0.31%

Value from NOI Growth

14,142,857

Value from Cap Rate Movement

(1,677,857)

Total Value Increase

$

12,465,000

PB Plaza - Creating Value Through Active Management
18,000,000
14,000,000
10,000,000
6,000,000
2,000,000
(2,000,000)

Value from NOI Growth

Value from Cap Rate
Movement

Total Value Increase

Both the entry and exit cap rates are historically quite low for assets of this nature, although not entirely uncommon
in today’s environment. While the price paid by TPEG’s partnership in 2013 was a “full price”, TPEG and Bridgeview
were confident in the asset’s potential, and believed that future upside justified the price of $22.0M.
The sale price earned in Q1 of 2016 (~$34.5M after just 29 months of ownership) was significantly higher than
TPEG’s original projected sale price, which was assumed to be $29.7M ($70,642/unit) in month sixty.

Returns Summary
TPEG investors realized a pre-tax internal rate of return (“IRR”) of roughly 53.5% and a pre-tax cash-on-cash return
of approximately 261% over the 29-month investment period. These figures are net of all fees and promotes to the
project’s Class B shareholders. Said another way, an investor who invested $100,000 in October of 2013 received
(on a pre-tax basis) approximately $261,000 throughout the course of the investment. The realized return profile is
illustrated in the figure below:
TPEG BV Plaza Investors - Realized Return Profile - Equity Investors
2013
Initial Investment

2014

(3,300,000)

-

2016

-

-

Preferred Return Payments - 10%

-

Return of Capital

-

-

-

3,300,000

Residual Profit Split - 50%

-

-

-

4,554,112

Total Cash Flow to Equity

(3,300,000)

311,667

2015

131,777

311,667

330,000

7,985,888

9.44%

10.00%

242.00%

% Yield

TPEG Investor IRR

330,000

53.5%

TPEG Investor Cash-on-Cash

261%

For comparison purposes, TPEG’s initial PPM projected an IRR of 24.3% and a cash-on-cash return of 245.5% over
a sixty-month investment horizon.
While the financial performance of the asset was very strong, returns to TPEG investors were also enhanced by the
utilization of 3rd party preferred equity financing. The project’s original capital stack is shown below:

Sources and Uses of Funds
Sources
Senior Debt - Arbor Commercial Funding

Uses
$

18,500,000

Purchase Price

$

22,000,000

Preferred Equity Investment - Pensam Capital

2,500,000

Capital Improvements

Equity Investment Equity Raise - TPEG

2,990,000

Loan Fee

185,000

Developer Co-Investment - Bridgeview

310,000

Acquisition Fee

187,000

Total Sources

$

24,300,000

1,300,000

Working Capital

50,000

Title/Survey/Legal

100,000

Developer Fee - Deferred

130,000

Additional Costs

348,000

Total Uses

$

24,300,000

The preferred equity investor (Pensam Capital, based in Miami) provided $2,500,000 of risk capital with a minimum
investment return multiple of 1.45x (a 15% annual return expectation). While the addition of the Pensam funds
meant slightly increased risk to TPEG investors (Pensam’s position in the cash flow waterfall was superior to that of
TPEG’s equity), it also worked to lower the required amount of equity from TPEG and materially increased returns.
For reference, had the Pensam capital not been utilized, the approximate pre-tax IRR to TPEG investors would have
been approximately 40.0% and the cash-on-cash would have been roughly 212%.
In summary, thanks to a well-conceived investment thesis, a favorable structure, and efficient execution, the
investment outperformed expectations and was an overall success. TPEG and Bridgeview Real Estate appreciate the
participation of each investor, and are proud to deliver such strong returns to those who have backed us.

TPEG MED-CENTER INVESTORS LLC
EXIT SUMMARY | 10.20.2017
INVESTMENT SUMMARY
In September of 2013, Trinity Private Equity Group (“TPEG”) partnered with Bridgeview
Real Estate (“Bridgeview) to develop a 152-unit Class A apartment community in the
Medical District of Dallas, TX. Named 27TwentySeven for its location at 2727 Kings Road,
the complex consisted of two three-story buildings with both tuck-under and surface
parking. The underlying investment thesis centered around proximity to the expanding
Medical District, a lower cost basis than competition, strong market and submarket
employment growth, and rent growth in surrounding areas. Costs for the project totaled
$16.59 million (~$109,000/door), funded by a $12.15 million senior loan, $3.1 million of
TPEG equity, $925,000 of TPEG mezzanine, and $370,000 of developer co-investment.

IRR 25.1%
Cash
on
Cash

246.5%

Investment Period

Though construction of the property was delayed due to a variety of factors (discussed in
September 2013 – October 2017
the “Performance Summary”), and the initial budget needed to be revised, Bridgeview and
(49 months)
the project’s builder generally remained within the revised budget. Once the property was
open, continued demand for well-located, Class A multifamily units helped drive NOI to
higher-than-expected levels. Given the extended nature of the construction period and the strong demand for assets in the
submarket, the property was listed for sale in mid-2017, roughly 12 months after opening.
The sale of 27TwentySeven for $25.4 million (approximately $167,000 per door) closed on October 4th, 2017. Mezzanine investors
received principal plus accrued interest, and preferred equity investors realized a pre-tax internal rate of return (“IRR”) of
approximately 25.1% and a pre-tax cash-on-cash return of approximately 246.5% over the 49+ month investment period.
Additional detail on the performance of the property and investment returns can be found below.

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
The investment, despite delays, outperformed projections in many key areas. While TPEG’s initial Private Placement Memorandum
included a projected holding period of 30 months, the anticipated sale price was under $21 million. The actual investment period
of 49 months allowed TPEG and Bridgeview to benefit from positive demand factors and a compressed cap rate environment, which
led to a sale price ($25.4 million) over 22% higher than projected. This, combined with a low basis in the property due in part to not
needing a parking garage, was a key factor in driving returns. Rents per square foot at the time of sale were similarly higher than
projected – at an average of $1.84, compared to pro forma estimates of $1.49, the difference was over 23%.
With (annualized) NOI at the time of sale of approximately $1.35 million and a final sale price of $25.4 million, the exit cap rate was
just under 5.5%. This figure, lower than the underwritten exit cap rate of 6.5%, is partially the result of increased demand and a
positive selling environment, particularly for properties with strong fundamentals and a desirable location.
The difficulty of constructing a large retaining wall between a creek and the edge of the property led to many of the initial project
delays. Additionally, due to the amount of new construction in the Dallas-Fort Worth submarket, labor shortages and trouble
obtaining materials also influenced the setbacks. These underlying market factors that influenced the delays, however, also helped
drive the sale price higher, as the strong demand for apartments in the greater Dallas area helped bolster 27TwentySeven’s ultimate
value. Importantly, despite the delays, the project generally avoided cost overruns and remained within budget, a testament to the
Bridgeview team.

RETURNS SUMMARY
TPEG investors realized a pre-tax internal rate of return (“IRR”) of approximately 25.1% and a pre-tax cash-on-cash return of
approximately 246.5% over the 49+ month investment period. These figures are net of all fees and promotes. The realized return
profile is illustrated in the figure below.

As the investment involved a lengthy construction period, there were no interim cash flows to equity investors, and 100% of
distributions to investors were a result of the property’s sale. The investment did feature $925,000 of mezzanine notes from TPEG.
Mezzanine investors received 2.0% per quarter throughout the entire investment period, and then an additional 2% (per annum)
upon sale for an all-in annual return of 10%.
In summary, thanks to the persistent efforts of Bridgeview, patience from investors, and strong performance at the property and in
the submarket, the investment overcame initial obstacles and delivered strong returns.
TPEG and Bridgeview appreciate the participation of each investor and are proud to deliver such strong returns to those that have
backed us.

TPEG Louetta Investors LLC
Exit Summary
EQUITY IRR

18.7%

CASH MULTIPLE

2.01x

HOLD PERIOD

49 mo.

INVESTMENT SUMMARY


In March of 2015, Trinity Private Equity Group partnered with Bridgeview Real Estate to develop a
330-unit multifamily community named The Grayson Apartments (the “Project”) in Spring, TX, a suburb
of Houston.



Project costs, including the construction budget and fees, totaled $36.500 million (~$110,600 per
door). The initial capitalization was funded with $30.500 million of senior financing, $4.700 million of
TPEG equity, and $1.300 million of equity capital from Bridgeview.



The development and delivery of all 330 units was completed on time and on budget. The Project
was fully (90%+) leased and stabilized by March of 2017. Upon stabilization, the Sponsor refinanced the
asset to replace the high-interest construction loan.



Louetta was sold on April 24 th , 2019 for $48.800 million (~$147,900 per door), an increase of ~33.7%
relative to the total Project basis.



TPEG investors realized an internal rate of return (“IRR”) of 18.65% and a cash-on-cash return of
2.01x over the 49-month investment horizon.

PERFORMANCE
Construction of the asset went smoothly, and unlike many construction projects, adhered to original timelines. All
major construction items were delivered within 18 months of closing and the property leased-up to 90% occupancy
by Q1 2017 (within 2 years of initial closing/funding). However, during 2017 and 2018, Project operations were
pressured by a challenging multifamily market in Spring, TX - forcing management to offer significant (two-month)
concessions to sign new tenants. These concessions reduced net operating income (NOI) to a point where Trinity
and Bridgeview decided to delay listing the asset for sale until the concessions “burned off” and NOI recovered. By
late 2018, the multifamily market in Spring improved due to a lack of deliveries in 2018, rising occupancies, and
record transaction volume in the area. The partnership listed Louetta for sale in January of 2019 and completed
the transaction in Q2 2019 at a price per door just 2% less than projected in the PPM ($148k v $151k).
Despite generally strong execution from Bridgeview, the investment’s investor IRR fell short of projections in the
PPM (18.65% v. 28.57%), while the cash multiple was also moderately below original underwriting (2.01x v 2.16x). The
shortfall in IRR is largely due to timing – the PPM specified a 3-year hold, while the investment ultimately required 4
years. A sale after 3 years (using the same sale price) would have brought the IRR up much closer to projections.
Additionally, the underwritten NOI at sale (using Cushman & Wakefield’s analysis) was $2.6 million. Based on the
ultimate sale price of $48.8 million, an un-adjusted cap rate of ~5.3% can be calculated. TPEG’s PPM from 2015
specified an exit cap rate of 6.0% and NOI of closer to $2.9 million. The shortfall in NOI was largely the result of
higher than expected real estate taxes – a common theme across TPEG’s real estate portfolio.

INVESTOR RETURNS
TPEG investors have realized a pre-tax IRR of 18.65% and a cash-on-cash return of approximately 200.52% over
the 49-month investment period 1. These figures are net of all fees and promotes to the investment’s shareholders.
The return profile is illustrated in the figure below.
TPEG Louetta Investors Returns
Investor Contribution
Preferred Return Payments
Return of Capital
Residual Split (50%)
Total Investor Cash Flow
Cash Flows per $100,000

Year 1
($6,000,000)

($6,000,000)
($100,000)

Investor Cash Yield

IRR
Cash Multiple

$0

Year 2

Year 3

-

$0

Year 4

$0

2,931,288
6,000,000
3,099,925
$12,031,213

$0

$0

$0

$200,520

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

200.52%

18.65%
200.52%

In summary, the investment delivered high-teen annual returns and a 2.0x+ multiple of investor capital
despite a delayed sale date. Timely construction, adaptive property management, and patient partnership
decisions were all important factors in this outcome. If you have additional questions about this investment,
please contact your TPEG representative.
Bridgeview Real Estate and Trinity Private Equity Group appreciate the participation of each investor.
Investor’s basic intuition might suggest a higher IRR (internal rate of return) for a project that returned ~2.0x in four years (perhaps closer to 25.0%). However, IRR is
a relatively complicated formula that includes compounding and timing elements. Since, in this case, 100% of the return occurred in month 49, the ‘time value of
money’ has lowered the IRR to 18.65%. An approximate way to reconcile the IRR and cash multiple is the following formula: 1.1865^4 = ~2.

1
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GroundUp
Property

City

State

Units

Class

Construction Begin

Construction End

Build Cost

Sale Price

Alpha West Multifamily

Dallas

TX

409

A

Q2 2018

2020

$78,291,000*

N/A

27TwentySeven

Dallas

TX

152

A

Q1 2015

2016

$16,590,000

$25,400,000

The Grayson

Houston

TX

330

A

Q2 2015

2016

$36,100,000

$48,800,000

Carriage Homes on the Lake II Garland

TX

14

A

Q1 2021

2022

$22,050,000

N/A

The Shops at Broad

TX

320

A

Q2 2021

2022*

$66,000,000

N/A

Acquired

Disposed

Purchase Price

Sale Price

Mansfield

Acquisitions
Property

City

State

Units Class (Pre/Post)

Champions Centre

Houston

TX

192

A-

Q3 2014

Q1 2019

$17,365,000

$22,926,000

Champions Park

Houston

TX

246

B+

Q3 2014

Q1 2019

$20,385,000

$29,374,000

Park at Stone Creek

Austin

TX

420

C+/B+

Q3 2013

Q1 2016

$22,000,000

$34,465,000

Garden Oaks

Houston

TX

136

C-/A+

Q3 2011

Q1 2014

$10,500,000

$21,900,000

Carriage Homes on the Lake I Garland
Houston
The Taylor

TX

147

A

Q3 2017

N/A

$24,450,000

N/A

TX

504

B+/A-

Q4 2018

N/A

$63,500,000

N/A
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